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Abstract
We uniquely consider the task of joint person re-identification (Re-ID) and action
recognition in video as a multi-task problem. In addition to the broader potential of joint
Re-ID and action recognition within the context of automated multi-camera surveillance,
we show that the consideration of action recognition in addition to Re-ID results in a
model that learns discriminative feature representations that both improve Re-ID per-
formance and are capable of providing viable per-view (clip-wise) action recognition.
Our approach uses a single 2D Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture com-
prising a common ResNet50-IBN backbone CNN architecture, to extract frame-level fea-
tures with subsequent temporal attention for clip level feature extraction, followed by two
sub-branches:- the IDentification (sub-)Network (IDN) for person Re-ID and the Action
Recognition (sub-)Network for per-view action recognition. The IDN comprises a single
fully connected layer while the ARN comprises multiple attention blocks on a one-to-one
ratio with the number of actions to be recognised. This is subsequently trained as a joint
Re-ID and action recognition task using a combination of two task-specific, multi-loss
terms via weakly labelled actions obtained over two leading benchmark Re-ID datasets
(MARS, LPW). Our consideration of Re-ID and action recognition as a multi-task prob-
lem results in a multi-branch 2D CNN architecture that outperforms prior work in the
field (rank-1 (mAP) – MARS: 93.21%(87.23%), LPW: 79.60%) without any reliance
3D convolutions or multi-stream networks architectures as found in other contemporary
work. Our work represents the first benchmark performance for such a joint Re-ID and
action recognition video understanding task, hitherto unapproached in the literature, and
is accompanied by a new public dataset of supplementary action labels for the seminal
MARS and LPW Re-ID datasets.
1 Introduction
The tasks of person re-identification and action recognition are central pillars within any fu-
ture fully-automated video surveillance system. Person re-identification in video refers to
the task of matching a person in a query surveillance video, to the same person within other
videos from multiple non-overlapping cameras whilst action recognition considers what ac-
tivity a given person is doing within that video sequence. Within real-world surveillance
video, both are very challenging problems due to the large variations of human pose, occlu-
sion, differing camera viewpoints, illumination and background scene clutter. In this work
we aim to leverage the significant challenge posed by action recognition in such surveillance
© 2021. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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video sequences, as a conduit to achieving improved person Re-Identification (Re-ID) under
the same challenging conditions.
Video based Re-ID [3, 7, 21, 28, 50, 51] aims to match video of an individual against a
gallery of candidates. It benefits from richer multi-frame spatiotemporal information within
video that is used to address this task as one of cross-video instance matching. The avail-
ability of both visual and temporal features within video Re-ID can be more robust to noise
and occlusions, in addition to aligning more naturally with broader video-stream surveil-
lance tasks such as tracking or action recognition. Consequently, the spatiotemporal features
present for video-based person Re-ID can also be used for action recognition and one can
imagine such a common spatiotemporal feature extraction pipeline being key component
within a multi-faceted, multi-camera intelligent surveillance systems [34]. However, despite
the obvious alignment of these tasks, contemporary state of the art work in the field generally
tackles either one of person Re-ID (in video) [14, 20, 21, 22, 22, 23, 24, 31, 38, 57] or action
recognition [6, 8, 35, 42, 43, 44] in isolation. By contrast to recent prior work in the field,
here we consider video person Re-ID and action recognition jointly via the use of shared
temporal features across both tasks with a view to leveraging the additional spatiotemporal
feature requirements for action recognition as a driver for improved Re-ID performance. The
consideration of joint Re-ID and action recognition within a shared multi-task computational
framework results in a model that learns a more discriminative spatiotemporal feature repre-
sentation from a given video sequence, in turn improving Re-ID performance whilst being
additionally capable of providing clip-wise action recognition. To the best of our knowledge,
this work is the first study to consider both tasks within in a single shared architecture ap-
plied to the real-world challenges of multi-camera video surveillance under the challenging
conditions imposed by existing video Re-ID benchmarks (e.g. MARS [58], LPW [36]).
As a new area of research spanning both video Re-ID and action recognition, there are
no readily available benchmark datasets spanning both domains that are representative of
the challenges of multi-camera video surveillance “in the wild". Leading Re-ID benchmark
datasets [13, 36, 45, 58] contain only person ID annotations, whilst leading action recogni-
tion datasets [2, 10, 18, 37] contain no ID annotations and are often devoid of the challenges
of occlusion, differing camera viewpoints, illumination and background scene clutter that
are the mainstay of challenging Re-ID benchmarks. Whilst some action recognition datasets
do contain person ID and action (e.g. NTU-RGB [33]), they do not however meet the Re-ID
task requirements of multiple, non-overlapped cameras. Conversely, the breath of human
actions present in many leading benchmark Re-ID datasets is very limited (often only walk-
ing) with the fortuitous exception of MARS [58] and LPW [36]. Within these datasets, we
are able to identify and annotate a set of up to eight actions to support this work. In this
paper, we thus consider the task of joint person re-identification (Re-ID) and action recogni-
tion in video as a multi-task problem. Our approach uses a single 2D Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) architecture comprising a common ResNet50-IBN backbone CNN architec-
ture, to extract frame-level features with subsequent temporal attention for clip level feature
extraction, followed by two sub-branches:- the IDentification (sub-)Network (IDN) for per-
son Re-ID and the Action Recognition (sub-)Network for per-view action recognition. Our
method is jointly optimized as a multi-task problem using multiple Re-ID (IDN) and the
action recognition (ARN) loss terms via weakly labelled actions obtained over two leading
benchmark Re-ID datasets (MARS [58], LPW [36]). The main contributions of this paper
are:
– we present the first study to consider joint person Re-ID in video and action recog-
nition in a single deep learning (CNN-based) framework, with accompanying bench-
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mark task performance and reference dataset annotations.1
– we propose an efficient novel joint architecture based solely on 2D convolution op-
erations, capable of achieving state of the art Re-ID performance on MARS [58] and
LPW [36] datasets outperforming the prior contemporary work of [14, 20, 21, 23, 24,
36, 38, 57] via the addition of an action recognition sub-branch to the shared CNN
backbone that can both learn discriminative feature representations to improve Re-ID
performance and is capable of providing secondary (clip-wise) action recognition.
– we introduce supplementary action label annotation for the seminal MARS [58] and
LPW [36] Re-ID datasets ( MARS: 1261 / LPW: 3771 action labels).
– we report state of the art Re-ID performance on the MARS (93.21%) and LPW (79.60%)
for rank-1 accuracy and furthermore provide an initial benchmark for multi-label ac-
tion recognition across these two seminal Re-ID datasets that itself outperforms the
leading contemporary action recognition approaches of [17, 25].
2 Related work
We briefly review relevant prior work in video Re-ID where we find reliable feature repre-
sentations in contemporary work are generally extracted by tailor-made architectures [39, 40,
48] or generic convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures [1, 20, 31, 57]. Such tailor-
made architectures are designed to consider the structure of the human body to reduce the
effect of occlusion and to alleviate false detection. More recent research uses generic CNN
architectures as a feature extraction network such as ResNet-50 [1, 20, 31] and ResNet-18
[57]. In addition to spatial features, temporal information is a significant component of con-
temporary video based Re-ID with varying temporal feature aggregation strategies spanning
optical flow [3, 7, 28, 51], recurrent neural networks (RNN) [58], temporal pooling [4, 9, 26],
spatiotemporal attention [24, 40, 62] or spatiotemporal 3D CNN [21].
The use of optical flow as a temporal aggregation strategy [3, 7, 28, 51] is computationally
demanding, requiring significant off-line sample pre-processing, making it impractical for
real-time Re-ID in addition to limiting overall robustness to occlusion Re-ID events. RNN
are similarly commonplace for temporal feature aggregation in many video analysis tasks
[28, 50, 58, 61] but commonly fail to effectively aggregate low-level temporal features effec-
tively in favour of high-level temporal feature connections. In the temporal pooling strategy
of [3, 7, 28, 51], all frames are treated equally with clip-features as the average or maxi-
mum pooling of all the video frame features. By contrast, many attention-based methods
weight each frame and subsequently aggregate frames features are dependant on that weight
[1, 9, 22, 24, 31]. More recently 3D convolution has been adopted for spatiotemporal feature
learning in video person Re-ID, as it directly extracts spatial-temporal features [21]. How-
ever, such 3D CNN approaches are both computationally expensive and require an increased
memory footprint whilst recent state of the art approaches show comparable accuracy with-
out such an overhead [1]. In addition, the use of graph neural networks for video Re-ID is
introduced in [54], where two separate graph networks for spatial and temporal features are
created and jointly optimised to extract video spatial-temporal features.
By contrast, we build directly upon the effectiveness of the leading state-of-the-art 2D con-
volutional pipeline of [1] (MARS: 89.62%, PRID2011: 97.75%, iLIDS-VID: 97.33% rank-1
accuracy - Table 2, S2DN) and extend this to our joint multi-task Re-ID (IDN sub-network)
and action recognition (ARN sub-network) architecture (Figure 1).
1Datasets Actions annotation https://github.com/AishahAADU/Re-ID-AR.
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3 Method
We present an overview of our multi-task approach (Section 3.1) followed by a detailed
description of the two sub-networks (branches): the IDentification Network (IDN, Section
3.2) and the Action Recognition Network (ARN, Section 3.3).
Figure 1: The proposed architecture with shared backbone (ResNet-50-IBN-a [30] and
spatial-temporal attention [9]) followed by the IDN and ARN sub-network branches. (⊗
indicates pairwise multiplication; ⊕ indicates summation).
3.1 Multi-task Re-ID and Action Recognition
Whilst there is a wide range of multi-task person Re-ID and attribute recognition research
with the shared target to learn pedestrian descriptions (attributes) [32, 53, 60], no such multi-
task formulation with action has been made in the literature to date.
By contrast, we propose multi-task person Re-ID and action recognition as two co-joined
video understanding tasks within automated surveillance. Our proposed hybrid architecture
uses single shared backbone stream that predicts both ID and action within a shared compu-
tational cost. In such video based methods there are two ways to process each video clip:
(1) via 3D convolution to extract spatiotemporal features from a temporal block of frames;
or (2) via 2D convolution with subsequent temporal aggregation. In general, 3D convolution
requires a significantly larger number of parameters to be optimised resulting in both addi-
tional computational complexity and an increased memory footprint for both training and
inference. By contrast the use of 2D convolution followed by temporal aggregation show
comparable state-of-the-art results in recent work [1, 22, 23, 31, 54].
In our multi-task method, we adopt a 2D CNN architecture (ResNet50-IBN-a [30]), to
generate frames level features, followed by spatiotemporal attention method to aggregate
temporal features through the video frames and to produce video level features. The method
learns to produce video features, at the training stage by choosing random frames, T , from
the tracklet. At inference time, all of the images in the video are used to produce the video
level feature by dividing the tracklet into several clips as V1 (C1,C2, ...,Cm), each clip has T
frames, where T is the number of tracklet frames the model was originally trained with. Our
2D CNN architecture thus extracts features from each frame in the video, and these features
are then aggregated using spatiotemporal attention layers to represent video level features
(Figure 1). At inference time, our approach extracts clip-level features that are then fused
by taking the average of all the clip-level features to represent the Re-ID gallery and query
videos. The overall architecture of our proposed method is shown in Figure 1.
The results of a previous comparison study [9], show that temporal attention is the most
efficient way to capture temporal information among the sequence of frames in the video
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as compared to average/max pooling and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) aggregation.
Temporal attention is preformed to obtain an attention score ati for each frame f
t
i in clip Ci
where t ∈ [1,T ]. The frame feature f ti of a clip Ci are weighted and averaged to represent
clip level features. The spatial-temporal attention is preformed using 2D convolution with an
input dimensionality of 2048, from the 2D CNN feature extractor (ResNet50-IBN-a [30]),
with a 256 dimensional output following [9]. This spatial attention followed by temporal
1D convolution on the frame-level features generates temporal attentions sti . The final frame
attention score ati is calculated using so f tmax() [62] with the resulting video features used
across the two subsequent sub-network branches (IDN and ARN).
3.2 IDentification Network (IDN)
To maximise simplicity and efficacy, the IDN comprises of a single fully connected layer
following the shared multi-task spatiotemporal video feature extractor. Following the ex-
periment settings of [1] this branch is trained using four loss functions Label Smoothing
(IDL) [41], Ranked List Loss (RLLL) [46], center loss (centerL) [49] and Erasing-loss (EL).
From these four contributory losses (see supplementary material for details), the overall loss
function for IDN sub-network can be formulated as:
IDNloss = IDL +RLLL +β centerL +EL (1)
3.3 Action Recognition Network (ARN)
This sub-network branch is used to predict the action performed by the subject in a given
video. Conventionally in action recognition, each video C has one action label Ca but in
our task, with videos originating from real-world Re-ID surveillance datasets, significantly
more scene noise, partial occlusion and action transition is present. Consequently, the ARN
branch is trained using multi-label action, such that we convert the one action label to multi-
label by simply extending one-hot to multi-hot labelling. This is required due to the high
probability of action transition that occurs within the Re-ID datasets (MARS, LPW) we are
using for training and the weak labelling metholology used to obtain the action label ground
truth (Section 4). As a result, the ARN is trained to learn multi-label action recognition in
the form of the independent likelihood of each action, where ai ∈ [0,1] is the likelihood of
action i in a given video and hence outputs the likelihood of all the defined actions in the
dataset, {ai}, for each video.
Following the common 2D CNN architecture to extract video features, that is shared
with the IDN, the ARN comprises several separate attention blocks equal to the number of
dataset action labels, M, to encourage the model to learn discriminative features for each
action (Figure 1). Each action attention block consists of one linear layer along with batch-
normalisation, ReLU, and dropout layer to generate an attention map. Subsequently, an
attention map is generated for each available action label which is then passed to a fully
connected layer followed by a sigmoid activation output layer of dimension, 1.
Our reasoning behind the use of an attention block for each action is two-fold: (1) com-
mon pedestrian actions can have close appearance features with only subtle differences, as
illustrated in Figure 2 and there are highly likely to be action transitions in the pedestrian
tracklet video; (2) the highly imbalanced action samples (Table 1) needs to be addressed via
weighting. Hence, the main roles for these blocks are to generate attention maps for each
action and then assign appropriate weight for each action map through a weighted loss func-
tion. As such, the weighted attention map can address the issue of the highly imbalanced
action samples in a dataset as the attention maps can be weighted according to the number of
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samples in the training dataset by using the weighted binary cross entropy loss [19]. Further-
more, adding attention blocks equal to number of actions helps the model to deal with action
transitions and to more appropriately generalize across highly imbalanced dataset such as
those considered here.
The optimisation of this branch is performed using the widely used Binary Cross Entropy
(BCE) loss, or weighted Binary Cross Entropy (WBCE) [19], on a per multi-label basis. As







yilog(pi)+(1− yi)log(1− pi) (2)
where M is the number of actions, pi is prediction probability of the action i and yi is the
ground truth label. In contrast, the weighted BCE loss defined in [19] works to alleviate the










ω j(yi log(σ(pi j)) + (1 − yi j) log(1 − σ(pi j))) (3)
where ω j is the weight assigned to each action based on its distribution in the training
dataset, pi j is the output of action j classifier, and σ(z) = 1/(1+e−z) such that: V is number
of videos in the dataset and M is number of actions.
ω j =
{
e1−r j , y j = 1
er j , y j = 0
(4)
where r j is the ratio of the number of action j samples in training dataset.
We find that the use of either of the binary cross entropy losses improved the Re-ID
task over the baselines (Section 5). However, we find that using the weighted binary cross
entropy loss alleviates the class imbalance problem by weighting the action based on their
distribution in the training dataset with a slight reduction in Re-ID performance. We also
integrate the center loss for multi-label [29] to cluster the actions by learning the central
features of each action then penalize the distance between extracted features and their class
center. The use of this improves the accuracy of action recognition as in Table 4 and Table
5. Subsequently, our ARN sub-network is trained by jointly optimising weighted BCE loss
and the center loss for multi-label actions as follows:
ARNloss = LWBCE +β Lcenter (5)
3.4 Multi-Task Network Loss
Our overall multi-task architecture, with our IDN and ARN sub-networks as detailed (Sec-
tions 3.2 / 3.3), is constructed using a common attention-enabled 2D CNN backbone (Section
3.1) that is then optimised jointly using combined IDN and ARN losses as follows:
Ltotal = λ IDNloss +(1−λ ) ARNloss (6)
4 Weakly Labelled Action Annotation
We produce supplementary action labels for the MARS [58] and LPW [36] based on manual
annotation of the Re-ID target person in each video sequence as one of the following set of
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actions: {walking, riding, holding item one hand, holding item both hands, holding hands,
holding phone to ear, holding phone to face, pulling/pushing trolley} (Figure 2).
Our labelling is weak in the sense that we follow labelling strategies that produce an
imprecise or inexact action labelling approximation. For MARS [58], as the dataset is col-
lected from one scene (via multiple cameras) with very few action transitions within the
sequence, we follow a weak identity level labeling strategy by manually assigning each per-
son a single action label for all the videos that he/she appears, based on their primary action
characteristic, in even if there are secondary action transitions present. In contrast for LPW
[36], as the dataset was collected across three separate scenes (via multiple cameras) with
a very high prevalence of action transitions, we instead use a per-video sequence labelling
strategy (i.e. per subject, per camera view) but again manually assign each video a single
action label, based on the primary action characteristic from that view, in even if there are
secondary action transitions present. Due to the imbalance of action labels present (Table 1),
we additional consider broader action definitions by grouping certain subsets of actions to
form even more weakly defined super-labels. For example, grouping all actions relating to
a hand movement/gesture results in three action labels: - {walking, riding, using hand with
object} . Similarly, with MARS we also consider a set of five action labels by merging the
three actions labels with much lower occurrences (i.e. {holding hands, holding phone to ear,
pulling/pushing trolley} ) into the {holding item one hand} action label. In our subsequent
evaluation this gives us consideration of three such multi-task Re-ID/Action Recognition
problems:- 8 actions, 5 actions (MARS only) and 3 actions (Tables 4 / 5).
Figure 2: Action examples within MARS
dataset [58].
Figure 3: Illustrative examples of challeng-
ing issues in LPW [36].
Action MARS [58] LPW [36]Train Set Test Set Train Set Test Set
Walking 396 (63.36%) 439(69.24%) 946(35.02%) 488(45.61%)
Riding 20 (3.2%) 10(1.58%) 9 (0.33%) 92(8.60%)
Holding item in one hand 151(23.82%) 116 (18.30%) 368 (13.62%) 97(9.07%)
Holding item in both hands 33 (5.28%) 28(4.42%) 939 (34.76%) 284(26.54%)
Holding hands 3 (0.48%) 4 (0.63%) 36 (1.33%) 36(3.36%)
Holding phone to the ear 5 (0.8%) 8(1.26%) 86 (3.18%) 14 (1.31%)
Holding phone to the face 14 (2.24%) 27(4.26%) 189 (6.10%) 53(4.95%)
Pulling/pushing a trolley 3 (0.48%) 2 (0.32%) 128 (4.74%) 6(0.56%)
Table 1: Distribution of action labels in MARS/LPW datasets.
5 Evaluation
We evaluate our approach on the MARS [58] and LPW [36] datasets, as described in Section
4. For Re-ID, via the IDN sub-network, we report the Cumulative Match Characteristic
(CMC) and mean Average Precision (mAP) metrics. CMC measures the prevalence of the
ground truth identity within the top-k ranked matches whereby we report rank-1 accuracy
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(for MARS and LPW). The mAP metric measures model performance in multi-shot Re-ID
datasets such as MARS [58] and is reported to follow the common practice (for MARS only).
For action recognition, via the ARN sub-network, on our imbalanced multi-label recognition
task we report mean Average Precision (mAP), recall and F1 in average score.
5.1 Implementation Details
For initial video frame feature extraction we use a variant of ResNet, ResNet50-IBN-a [30]
pre-trained on ImageNet [12], because of its ability to maintain effective discriminative fea-
tures and eliminate appearance variance, which is the most significant challenge within Re-
ID. In our architecture, the last spatial down-sampling stride of ResNet50-IBN-a is changed
to 1 as suggested by [40], to bring higher spatial resolution without additional parameters
and with a low computational cost. Video frames are resized to 244× 112 and the resized
image frame is zero-padded by 10 pixels. It is then randomly cropped into 244× 112 rect-
angular image samples and each sample is flipped horizontally with 0.5 probability. The
RGB channels are normalised by subtracting (0.485,0.456,0.406) and then dividing by
(0.229,0.224,0.225), following ImageNet [12]. Our model is trained using four frames
for each video, T = 4, following the suggestion of [1, 9, 31] and using the combined loss
across the IDN and ARN sub-network branches (Eqn. 6).
The IDN losses are ID loss [41], center loss [49], Ranked List Loss (RLL) [46] and
Erasing-loss [31]. In our experiments, ε = 0.1 in ID loss [41]. RLL is used to force a distance
between negative ID samples to be greater than specific threshold α , in our experiments
α = 2.0. In addition, the positive ID samples are pulled to be closer than a threshold α−m,
where m is 1.3 in our experiments. For center loss [49], the center of each ID class is
learned using the SGD optimizer with 0.5 learning rate. To balance its weight we follow the
suggestion of [27] and multiply the center loss by factor β = 0.0005.
The ARN losses having one corresponding fully connected layer output that is optimised
using weighted Binary Cross Entropy loss to enable multi-action labelling and hence help
alleviate the dataset imbalance problem within model learning process. We also apply center
loss for the multi-label action loss [29] with factor β = 0.0005. The center of each action is
learned using the SGD optimizer as its dedicated optimizer, with 0.1 learning rate.
Overall our multi-task model is trained, using the IDN and ARN losses functions as
formalised in Equation 6 with λ = 0.5. The model is trained for 120 epochs and is validated
every 10 epochs. Adam [16] is used as the optimiser for our model with base learning rate
of 0.00035 and an adaptive learning rate warm-up strategy following [27].
5.2 Comparison with the State-of-the-art Methods
Our experiments show that the use of our single stream multi-task approach improves Re-ID
performance with a 3%+ margin on the MARS [58] dataset and a 8%+ margin on the LPW
[36] dataset when compared to prior work in the field (Table 2, including very recent single-
task work [1, 5, 11, 15, 22, 22, 23, 52, 56] on MARS ). Our action recognition accuracy, as
a secondary task on the basis of multi-label classification output is shown in Table 4 (MARS
[58]) and Table 5 (LPW [36]) where we can see moderate performance on these otherwise
challenging, imbalanced and weakly labelled datasets. Furthermore, in comparison to lead-
ing contemporary techniques [17, 25], our approach outperforms the current state of the art
on the more balanced three action problem (see supplementary material for details).
5.3 Ablation Studies
Comparing our approach, with and without action recognition as a multi-task problem (i.e.
with/without ARN branch) we similarly see a a 3%+ margin of Re-ID improvement on
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Methods Publication MARS[58] LPW[36]rank-1 (mAP) rank-1
RQEN [36] AAAI 2018 73.7 (51.7) 57.1
SAN [24] CVPR 2018 82.3 (65.8) -
Att-Driven [57] CVPR 2019 87.0 (78.2) -
VRSTC [14] CVPR 2019 88.5 (82.3) -
Co-Segment [38] ECCV 2019 84.9 (79.9) -
GLTR [20] ICCV 2019 87.02 (78.47) -
M3D [21] IEEE-T IP 2020 88.63 (79.46) -
ID-aware [47] arXiv 2019 83.3 (71.7) 70.9
VPRFT [31] AAAI 2020 88.6 (82.9) -
TACAN [22] WACV 2020 89.1 (84.0) -
STGCN [54] CVPR 2020 89.95 (83.70) -
S2DN [1] ICPR 2020 89.62 (84.61) -
MG-TCN [23] IEEE-T CS-VT 2021 87.1 (77.7) -
AP3D[11] ECCV 2020 90.1(85.1) -
MG-RAFA [56] CVPR 2020 88.8(85.9) -
AFA [5] ECCV 2020 90.2(82.9) -
TCLNet [15] ECCV 2020 88.8(83.0) -
MGH [52] CVPR 2020 90(85.8) -
Re-ID-AR (Ours) – 93.21 (87.23) 79.60
Table 2: Re-ID State-of-the-art Comparison: MARS / LPW.
MARS [58] dataset and 2%+ margin on LPW [36] (Table 3). Whilst this verifies the ef-
fectiveness of our multi-task method, the reason behind the slighter improvement in LPW is
attributable to the challenging nature of the LPW dataset videos with multiple views across
multiple scenes and a high number of action transitions per sequence as shown in Figure 3,
where we can see multiple persons in each frame performing different actions. Adding our
ARN branch to contemporary Re-ID work, we can see that our ARN branch improves the
Re-ID performance on VPRFT [31] by a 3%+ margin on MARS [58], however for TCLNet
[15] and AP3D[11] adding our ARN branch did not improve the Re-ID accuracy potentially
due to its existing multi-task architecture and 3D convolution with high number of param-
eters, and hence by adding an additional task there is potentially a need for an additional
balancing strategy.
Methods Re-ID only Multi-task Re-ID with ActionMARS[58] LPW[36] MARS[58] LPW [36]
VPRFT [31] 88.6 (82.9) - 92.2 (83.0) -
TCLNet [15] 88.8 (83.0) - 85.71 (78.41) -
AP3D[11] 90.1 (85.1) - 87.6 (81.4) -
Ours 89.62 (84.61) 77.35 93.21 (87.23) 79.60
Table 3: The effect of adding ARN to different Re-ID methods.
Considering the three action recognition problems set out in Section 4 (8 actions, 5 ac-
tions and 3 actions) we consider performance on 8/5/3 actions for MARS [58] and 8/3 actions
for LPW [36] as it is more balanced (Table 1). As recommended by [55], the most suitable
metric to evaluate our ARN accuracy as a multi-label task on an imbalanced dataset is f 1
score. By considering varying granularity in our weak action labelling allows us to mitigate
the effects of dataset imbalance somewhat and additionally study the effect of action recog-
nition task complexity on Re-ID task performance. We also examine the use of BCE loss
and WBCE in both tasks and study the effect of adding center for multi-label to ARN losses.
The results in Table 4 show that using BCE gives higher performance for Re-ID in all three
for action recognition problems on MARS [59]. We can also observe that the 8 action prob-
lem has the lowest action recognition accuracy attributable to extreme dataset imbalance.
By contrast, we see improved action recognition performance in the 5/3 action problems at
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the marginal expense of Re-ID performance. Consequently, the use of joint losses WBCE
and center for multi-label actions result in peak action recognition with a slight decrease in
Re-ID performance (Table 4, f1), except in the 8 actions set with some actions unrecognised.
The results in Table 5 examine the effect of action recognition on Re-ID via the 8/3 action
problems on LPW [36]. For the 8 action problem, we report the highest Re-ID accuracy
but with the lowest action recognition accuracy due to dataset imbalance. For the 3 action
problem, the action recognition accuracy improves with the same effect as the WBCE and
center losses for multi-label actions as observed in MARS [58].
Methods
Re-ID Action
rank-1 (mAP) mAP recall f1
8 Actions+BCE 93.10 (87.10) 27.42 14.90 16.19
8 Action+WBCE 92.28 (86.25) 26.36 16.75 18.11
8 Actions+BCE+ Lcenter 93.21 (87.23) 25.94 14.80 16.10
8 Actions+WBCE+ Lcenter 92.17 (86.21) 27.55 16.51 17.82
5 Actions+BCE 92.83 (86.96) 48.41 24.98 28.01
5 Action+WBCE 92.61 (86.32) 46.88 27.96 30.85
5 Actions+BCE+ Lcenter 92.55 (86.79) 45.6 23.9 27.02
5 Actions+WBCE+ Lcenter 92.75 (86.39) 48.09 28.47 31.07
3 Actions+BCE 92.88 (86.63) 44.42 42.42 46.09
3 Action+WBCE 92.72 (86.29) 42.40 47.22 49.20
3 Actions+BCE+ Lcenter 92.66 (86.50) 45.23 44.56 48.99
3 Actions+WBCE+ Lcenter 92.55 (86.30) 43.74 47.50 49.85
Table 4: Ablation comparison for
action recognition: MARS [59].
Methods
Re-ID Action
rank-1 mAP recall f1
8 Actions+BCE 77.75 26.77 10.62 13.22
8 Action+WBCE 75.76 26.64 15.82 18.34
8 Actions+BCE+ Lcenter 78.15 26.42 10.76 13.16
8 Actions+WBCE+Lcenter 74.83 36.72 14.52 18.05
3 Actions+BCE 77.09 72.96 40.53 36.21
3 Action+WBCE 75.23 39.04 43.36 38.28
3 Actions+BCE+ Lcenter 76.69 72.72 41.46 39.58
3 Actions+WBCE+ Lcenter 75.76 39.04 44.45 39.93
Table 5: Ablation comparison for action
recognition: LPW [36].
In terms of the effect of λ in the learning process, our experiments shown in Table 6/7
illustrate a small to marginal effect on performance which is attributable to our single-stream
network design such that the IDN and ARN branches share a common backbone.
Method λ rank1 mAP
8 Actions+WBCE+ Lcenter 0.8 93.37 87.28
8 Actions+WBCE+ Lcenter 0.5 93.21 87.23
8 Actions+WBCE+ Lcenter 0.4 92.50 87.03
8 Actions+WBCE+ Lcenter 0.2 92.83 87.03
Table 6: Effect of λ on learning process
for MARS[58] dataset.
Method λ rank1
8 Actions+WBCE+ Lcenter 0.8 79.60
8 Actions+WBCE+ Lcenter 0.5 78.15
8 Actions+WBCE+ Lcenter 0.4 75.50
8 Actions+WBCE+ Lcenter 0.2 75.50
Table 7: Effect of λ on learning process
for LPW [36] dataset.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a single stream 2D CNN architecture as the first approach to jointly
consider person re-identification (Re-ID) and action recognition in video as a multi-task
problem. Our work shows that consideration of action recognition in addition to Re-ID re-
sults in an improved discriminative feature representation that both improves Re-ID perfor-
mance against prior contemporary work in the field [1, 14, 20, 21, 22, 22, 23, 24, 31, 38, 57]
including recent multi-task work [5, 11, 15, 52, 56] and is additionally capable of provid-
ing viable per-view (clip-wise) action recognition beyond that of leading action recogni-
tion approaches in the field [17, 25] for the challenging datasets considered. Our use of
weakly labelled actions, over two leading benchmark Re-ID datasets (MARS [58], LPW
[36]), for training as a joint Re-ID and action recognition task using a combination of two
task-specific multi-loss terms notably outperforms prior work in the field (rank-1 (mAP) –
MARS: 93.21%(87.23%), LPW: 79.60%) without any reliance 3D convolutions or multi-
stream networks architectures as found in other contemporary work [4, 21, 28, 51, 54]. This
represents the first benchmark performance for such a joint Re-ID and action recognition
video understanding task based on our generation and use of supplementary action labels for
the seminal MARS and LPW Re-ID datasets. Future work will continue to expand the use
of multi-task optimisation for Re-ID and broader aspects of automated visual surveillance.
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1 Introduction
In the following we provide additional details and results for our approach.
2 Datasets
MARS [15] is a large-scale Re-ID dataset consisting of 1261 identities and 20,715 tracklet
under 6 camera views of a single scene and is considered as the largest contemporary video
Re-ID benchmark. LPW [10], considered a more challenging dataset in terms of relative
Re-ID performance [10, 13], contains around 2,731 identities and 7,694 tracklets across
three scenes, where each identity is captured by 2 or 4 cameras. We provide 1261 and
3771 supplementary action labels corresponding to the tracklist present in MARS and LPW
respectively. Despite MARS [15] and LPW [10] being selected as containing higher action
variations than other Re-ID datasets surveyed, the imbalance in the action distribution per
dataset remains significant (Table 1). In general, there are no alternative datasets across the
action recognition domain that additionally meets the desired qualities for effective Re-ID
evaluation (i.e. multiple non overlapping cameras, challenging outdoor surveillance scenes
comprising 1000+ subjects).
3 IDentification Network (IDN)
Our IDN branch is trained using combined person ID labeling and deep metric learning
(DML) losses that are used to learn the embedding features to effectively capture semantic
similarity knowledge between data points, knowing that each video C consists of set of
images (I1, I2, ..., Im) with one ID label Cid . The optimisation of this IDN sub-network is
guided by the use of four loss functions IDL, RLLL, centerL and EL to produce optimal person
features representation for the Re-ID process [2]. Most recent Re-ID approaches [2, 7, 8]
© 2021. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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use a modified version of the cross-entropy loss to prevent overfitting, Label Smoothing (LS)
[11], as it encourages the model to be less confident on the training set in order to enforce
generalisation to unseen examples. This loss is usually called identification (ID) loss, as it






where N is the number of person subjects and, given a video of person i, prei is the ID
prediction likelihood of class i and qi is constructed as follows:
qi =
{




where y as the ground-truth ID label and ε is used to encourage the model to be less confident
on the training set.
In addition, we make use of deep metric learning (DML) that uses the embedding ex-
tracted by the model to learn semantic similarity information among data points, which can
boost the model learning, such as center loss [14], triplet loss [9] or rank list loss [12]. Our
model is trained using Ranked List Loss (RLL) [12] and center loss [14] as embedding loss
functions.
The RLL [12] learns a hypersphere for each class and forces the distance between a
positive Re-ID pairing to be smaller than a constant margin. Learning the hypersphere for
each class will avoid intra-class data distribution that may occur in other loss functions, such
as triplet loss [9]. Forcing a distance between negative samples to be greater than specific
threshold α , whilst positive samples are pulled closer than a threshold of α−m, where m is
the margin. The RLL loss can be defined as the following:
RLLL (xci ; f ) = (1−λ )LP (xci ; f )+λLN (xci ; f ) (3)
where LP is used to minimize the distance between positive samples and create hyper-sphere
of each class, LN is used to push negative samples beyond the boundary α and λ is used to
balance the optimization of positive and negative objectives. Consequently, center loss [14]
is also applied to support the RLL loss by learning the centre of the deep feature represen-
tation for each class and decrease the distances between the embedding and the class they







|| fi− cyi ||22 (4)
where yi is the label of video i in the mini-batch, while cyi is the class center of its deep
features and B is the batch size. The use of center loss supports the intra-class distance
minimisation by the RLL loss [12].
One of the main issues ID loss adversely effecting Re-ID is occlusions. The use of Ran-
dom Erasing Augmentation (REA) [17] deals with this issue in Re-ID videos by randomly
erasing a rectangular region within the training imagery during learning. This type of aug-
mentation deals with the partial occlusion and improves the generalisation ability of Re-ID
model. To enhance the impact of this augmentation strategy, a high attention score is given
to the frame containing the erased region. Following the methodology proposed by [8], by
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where ati is the frame level score given by the temporal attention.
The IDL and RLLL play different roles to guide the model to produce a robust feature
representation for person Re-ID. The IDL supports the model to learn more discriminative
features, while the RLLL is used to make similar samples closer in the embedding space and
make dissimilar samples have greater separation using a predefined distance measurement.
The EL guides the model to deal with occlusions in the video. Consequently, these loss
functions appear with equal weight and different roles in IDN total loss function. On the
other hand, the centerL is used as support for RLLL to find the center of each class, following
the suggestion of [7] we set the weight of the center loss to β .
4 Ablation Studies
We compare our secondary action recognition task performance against leading contempo-
rary action recognition techniques, that have been similarly adapted with an IDN Re-ID
branch output and multi label action recognition (Table 1) - our proposed multitask tech-
nique is shown to offer superior action recognition performance. We also compare against
alternative strategies for dealing with dataset imbalance (Table 2), where our approach is
shown to offer comparable performance to the use of CB loss [3] for Re-ID alone but lesser
performance for the secondary task of action recognition across the board.
Methods
Re-ID Action
rank-1 (mAP) mAP recall f1
VTN[4] (WBCE) 0.1(0.4) 22.52 33.33 26.88
TEA [5] (WBCE) 65.22(53.00) 46.88 39.84 41.33
Ours (WBCE) 92.72 (86.29) 42.40 47.22 49.20
Table 1: Ablation comparison for action recognition against state-of-the-art for 3 actions
recognition on MARS [16].
Methods Re-ID Actionrank-1 (mAP) mAP recall f1
Ours + DiscCentroidsLoss [6]+BCE 91.63(84.82) 27.44 15.05 16.71
Ours + CB loss [3] 93.15(87.06) 28.66 4.2 7.07
Ours + imbalance sampler[1]+BCE 86.36(76.12) 24.21 15.60 16.85
Ours + WBCE+ Lcenter 92.17 (86.21) 27.55 16.51 17.82
Table 2: Ablation comparison on dealing with dataset imbalance for 8 Actions recognition
problem: MARS [16].
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